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Leon is not like most 10-year olds. This innocent looking boy with an overly fertile 
imagination is a young hellion, a consummate liar and thief well-versed in breaking and 
entering his neighbors’ homes and running away from his own. His explosively dys-
functional family reaches new levels of lunacy when Mom decides to pack her bags to 
start a new life in Greece. Leon is prepared to do anything to kill the pain of it all, from 
destroying the neighbors’ homes to even, why not, falling in love with best friend Lea. 
Together, they will overcome the pain of growing up when you feel abandoned.
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This gorgeous visual investigation by Sedona resident Kathy Douglas is an exploration of 
the basic belief that wisdom is everywhere. The film highlights 16 extraordinary Sedona 
women whose stories teach, entertain and inspire. Through stunning cinematography 
that reveals the breathtaking and mystical red rocks of Sedona, music that lifts the spirit, 
and monologues from women of different lifestyles, this art piece/documentary gives us 
an experience that inspires the humanity in us all.

“When we tell our pieces of the story it reminds someone of their piece of the story, even-
tually the whole story gets told and we remember we are part of the whole.” (Lou Adams)

“Unforgettable. many funny moments!”
-Peter Howell, ToronTo STar

“A quirky coming-of-age story...there are
many layers to this intriguing story.”

-robin Clifford, reeling reviewS

“darkly comic with unbearable tension and an
unforgettable main character. the cinematography

is stellar...the casting is also quite fantastic.”
-Simon laperriere, TwiTCH Film

“often very funny...when it’s not heartbreaking.”
-liz Braun, Jam! movieS
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